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The SCAMPS’ November meeting will be held Friday, November 13 at the home of Allan and Fran Arnold. Their
address is 17917 Summer Avenue, Artesia, CA 90701. Starting time is our regular 7:00 PM. From the 91 Freeway, take
Pioneer South to 183rd. Turn right on 183rd and then right on Summer Avenue. From the 605 Freeway, take South Street
East to Gridley. Turn left on Gridley to 183rd. Turn right on 183rd and then left on Summer Avenue. If you need to
contact Allan, his number is (562) 860-1707. Fran Arnold will be hosting the ladies, so everyone is welcome. Refer to a
map if unfamiliar with the area

SCAMPS NEWS by Clint Brooks
Please note the new email address for the SCAMPS editor at the top of the page. Use this if you can to send your articles,
pictures, etc. as it will help me keep track of the SCAMPS correspondence a bit better.
September ended with a bang as we had club members involved in contests across the Western U.S. For most of us, it
was the USFFC at Lost Hills. For several others it was the WESTFAC II scale meet in Gainesville Texas that same
weekend. I’ll try to cover both as best a I can.

The U.S. Free Flight Champs
The event was spread across three days even though there was no holiday weekend. Friday was established as a
qualification day for several events, and the Old Time events could be flown on any of the three days and completed at
any time. At first this seemed odd to me, but in retrospect it was nice to not feel pressured to compete on any given day,
and I’m sure it gave those who may have traveled a chance to make their attempts when the conditions seemed best.

Turnout was fairly light on Friday. I arrived around 9:00 and set up camp along the flight line with the other
gumbanders. We had lots of shade and comfortable seating, which was critical because it was a HOT and fairly calm
weekend weather wise. I was the 27th contestant by the time I registered around 11:00, and not too many showed up after
that that I was aware of.
The ROW pond was constructed by Robb Cobb and a few flyers were launching their ROW rubber models from it all
day. Classic towline and Nostalgia gas seemed to be pretty busy on Friday. I got two of my small rubber cabin maxes
before the wind finally picked up from the West in the mid afternoon and forced most of us into the shade.
Friday night cooled off to a nice balmy evening with crystal clear skies and a big half moon. Night flying kicked off at
7:30 with Dan Heinrich flying his Shoccer, Jeff Carmen with his Texan 1000 And Mark Eddingfield flying a Satellite I
believe and ultimately prevailed in the event. All flights were successful and nobody crashed their chase vehicles on the
retrievals.
Saturday morning started with the traditional Twin Pusher mass launch with a three way duel between Kevin Sherman,
Gus Sandberg and Jim Sprenger. Jim dorked on launch and was out. Kevin found air and began a fairly good climb to
about 500 feet, followed by Gus . Kevin ran down and transitioned into a nice glide, but Gus still had power and
sustained for another 20 seconds or so to end up at nearly the same altitude Kevin was. Both models were in the same air
so it was now a close contest to see who had the best glide trim. It was a close finish that resulted in a three second
advantage for Kevin. This race was decided in the last 15 feet as the models came into the more turbulent air near the
surface and struggled to avoid being tipped up and dropping.
More flyers began showing up Saturday morning and by the end of the day I had noted 61 contestants entered. Large
Texaco was in full swing, with Hal Wightman struggling to get the big Ehling off the ground for an official flight. Some
tuning of the spark finally resulted in enough power to take off and sustain the typical slow Texaco climb. Those big
models were all over the field on Saturday and provided a serene background to the screaming gas jobs that filled the
skies in between.
The hand launch glider pen was full of action. The dog park dominators were all out-Tim Bautik, Stan Buddenbohm, Lee
Hines, Ralph Ray and Dick Peterson. I count myself as a dog park groupie for HLG as well, but nowhere near the level
these guys are. Rocco Ferrario had also brought out his science class juniors who all flew junior HLG and timed for
some of us. Those kids were having a great time. One who was timing for me (Alex) said he was building a 1/2A
Maverick-it’s been a long time since I heard anyone that age talk about building a model airplane-maybe there’s still
some hope that the sport can attract younger folks even yet. It takes someone like Rocco though to make the huge effort
to get them involved and interested. Finishers were Tim Bautik with 9 maxes, Stan with 8 maxes, me with three-what a
gap! Picking good air was tough on Saturday as there was very little wind and it kept shifting directions. Generally it
was calm and hot and full of teasers that had a lot of people fooled attempting to catch them.
Saturday night on the field was very pleasant with the cool of the evening and the minstrel show that formed with Don
Kaiser and a few others. I had no idea of the musical talent that exists in this community of flyers and watched well into
the evening as a small group formed at the Eddingfield camp and proceeded to go through some classic rock tunes that
made the world seem a better place. Thanks for sharing this Don-I’ll look forward to the next campout at Lost Hills
that’s for sure!
Sunday was a repeat of Saturday. The morning started out with a moderate wind from the West that persisted until about
10:00. This appeared to be only at the surface for the most part, as models that climbed up a hundred feet or so did not
appear to have significant drift that you would have expected. I flew all my P-30 flights up until the wind stopped and
the air again became tricky to pick. By that point I had five maxes and just missed the sixth on the back side of a weak
thermal. I then broke out my Stahl Gypsy model and got into the biggest boomer of the day along with Mark Eddingfield
flying his large rubber stick model plus a few gassies that chased after us. In five minutes all models were specked out in
a slow drift to the West. The Gypsy and the large stick finally met up and were slowly circling together under the high
cirrus clouds that had moved in. Under the models were a gaggle of buzzards also working their way up in the same air.
This is classic free flight and worth all the effort!

I do not have full results for the contest as the SAM Champs followed closely after this and I think Ted has not had time
to compile everything. I hear he also agreed to CD at the SAM event for the Free Flight group-what a glutton for
punishment! I’ll get USFFC results posted in the next newsletter or Kevin can get them posted to the SCAMPS website
if they become available before the next newsletter is ready. In any case, a big thank you to Ted and Sandra for taking on
the CD duties for the USFFC-well done!

USFFC Images

Ted and Sandra Firster taking care of the CD chores (Sherman photo)

Hal Wightman cranking up the Ehling for his first Texaco attempt (Brooks photo)

Beautiful C-fuselage Brooklyn Dodger by Bud Romak with Sherman modified Super Cyclone (Sherman photo)

Dan and Al Heinrich getting the K&B 3.5 powered Shoccer ready to launch (Sherman photo)

George Walter getting set for a Small Rubber Cabin attempt with his Miss Canada (Sherman photo)

Images from the September SCAMPS meeting hosted by Ted and Sandra Firster

(L to R) Tom Carmen, Ken Kaiser, Sal Taibi, Dick Drake and Floyd Reck

SCAMPS Club Contest Report
Wednesday, Sept. 16, 2009
Events: ABC Ignition, Pylon and Fuselage Combined, F1G (Coupe), Cat. Glider and Hand launch Glider
CD: Norm Furutani
This was my first time in the barrel, so I didn’t know what to expect. Bernie and Kevin made sure I didn’t screw up and
had everything ready for me.
I was surprised at the turnout, 24 entries! We had a real contest!
There was some confusion in the gas event, so we flew both fuselage (now I know what that means!) and pylon together.
Allen Arnold was getting in his 4th and winning Coupe flight while I was setting up the table. Talk about the early bird
getting the worm. Allen then went off to win the gas event. Way to go, Allen!
The Glider Whisperer, Stan Buddenbohm, maxed out in both glider events. He even had to put in an extra max because
the blind CD timed the wrong plane. Looking real good was a new face on the field, Paul Love. Welcome to Perris, Paul.
On a personal note, while sitting at the table, I realized that I had accumulated about 150 years of friendship with 3 of
those guys, Ralph Ray, Lee Hines and Dick Peterson. My childhood idols!.
A very enjoyable day!
- Norm Furutani

Scamps September Club Contest
ABC Old Timer

Model

Total Time <seconds>

Allen Arnold

Playboy

524

Ron Thomas

Hayseed

461

Kevin Sherman

Sailplane

453

Al Richardson

Sailplane

310

Tom Carmen

Buzzard Bombshell

287

Hal Wightman

Brigadier

138

Allen Arnold

<not recorded>

401

Kevin Sherman

Beau Coupe

357

Mike Pykelny

Candy

313

Larry Bagalini

<not recorded>

304

Hal Wightman

Baron Knight

202

Ted Firster

<not recorded>

120

Stan Buddenbohm

<not recorded>

360

Ralph Ray

<not recorded>

353

Lee Hines

<not recorded>

321

Paul Love

<not recorded>

235

Coupe F1G

Catapault Launch Glider

Gerald Keck

<not recorded>

185

Skip Robb

Vartanian

171

Charles Primb

<not recorded>

49

Stan Buddenbohm

<not recorded>

360

Dick Peterson

Spinup-Cross

257

Lee Hines

<not recorded>

210

Gerald Keck

<not recorded>

120

Ralph Ray

<not recorded>

195

Hand Launch Glider

This and That
WESTFAC II
From all accounts this event at Gainesville, Texas was a huge success. Fernando Ramos and John Donnelson attended
and flew. According to the demographics on the event they were two of seven that traveled from California, which
accounted for 16% of the entrants; I’m assuming the rest were all Scale Staffel members. Texas had the largest
percentage at 47%, and the rest were a smattering from the Midwest, Florida and Canada. There were a total of 45
registered entrants. I think the WESTFAC I at Perris was something like 51 entrants, so the contest was on par with the
starting event. There appeared to be plenty of local city attention given to the contest-one newspaper article was released
prior to the event, and another during the event. Both articles can be viewed at www.westernfac.com, as well as a bunch
of pictures and contest results. Overall it sounded like the event was superbly run and very high caliber, which is what
the planning committee is targeting for all WESTFAC events. Look for this contest to gain popularity in the coming
years as the organization and execution are second to none! The next WESTFAC is to be conducted in Colorado in 2011,
and returns to Perris in 2013. I suggest you start building that DeHavilland Sea Hornet right now and get it trimmed and
ready to go!

Fernando getting ready to launch at WESTFAC II-Field of Dreams?!

On the subject of scale modeling, I have a proposal to make to the club. About four years ago I registered with FAC to
form Squadron 70-The Scale Masters. We started off with a small group flying at Fairview Park in Costa Mesa (dog
park) and had some minor successes with conducting monthly contests for about one year of activity. At the end of this
period several active flyers dropped out- Bill Taylor when he had his stroke and Norm Jacky, John Anderson and a few
others who faded away for various reasons and the organized activity stopped. However, the squadron number is still
listed as active, and my proposal is to make the Scale Masters a sub group to the SCAMPS, much as the Scale Staffel is a
sub group to the Orbiteers. My thoughts are we could add one of the FAC scale events to the monthly club contest
agenda, and also get guys used to scale judging in addition to building and flying scale. That was one of the things we
were all hesitant about in the dog park contests, and did not encourage building to a higher standard as far as FAC scale
rules were concerned or even exploring the rules very much. This would also fill a hole between the FAC 69 group in
Balboa Park (Grassy Knoll) and the San Diego bunch. We had one contest at Perris in the late spring hosted by the FAC
69, but we could hold dual or tri-club scale events if we wanted. It would all build toward effective hosting of the
WESTFAC IV when it returns to Perris. Think about it-it doesn’t cost a dime and I would be happy to champion the
organization for the club. Send me your thoughts at the email address noted at the beginning of this column.

Gumbander Info
John Donnelson has gotten hold of some early summer Tan Super Sport rubber and done some testing on it. The word is
that the May and June batches of Tan Super Sport have the best properties ever seen for this material. What follows is
John’s email to me concerning this.
“I got a call from Don DeLoach a while back telling me that the new Tan Super Sport rubber is the best yet, and that if I
wanted some I had better order it before John Clapp (FAI) ran out. Its only available in 1/8 and 1/16. John said that it was
significantly better than last year's rubber (I have a lot of Sept 08) so I decided to run a comparative test. The new rubber
is dated June 09.
Since I have several models powered with Gizmo Geezer 9.5 inch front ends and have been using 36 in motors I decided
to do a back-to-back comparative test. I built two 8 strand x 1/8 x36 in motors and tested them to near destruction. They
were wound 5 times to near breaking torque, the Sept 08 only 4 because it broke on the 4th wind. Each was allowed a
short rest in between. The winder was a Gizmo, so the results are only as good as the accuracy of the Gizmo torque
meter. I didn't measure it, but Don said that the 09 rubber is slightly thicker that the older rubber, so one would expect
that it would have higher torque just due to the cross section.
In general, (I can provide data if desired), on the first wind it was 15% higher in torque, the second wind 20%, the third
wind 25% and the forth wind 30%. And, it was pretty even across the envelope. What make this especially impressive, is
that its exactly the characteristic that we need for the FAC mass launches, since you aren't allowed to change the motor
between rounds.
When I get some time I will take a new motor to break torque to see how far I can go and determine the rubber constant.
Don said that he normally winds a 16 strand (1/8in) motor to 40 in-oz and is now winding his Gollywock to 45 in-oz and
hasn't broken a motor yet. I would like to get some data for some good Tan ll to see how this new rubber compares.
Also, I have calibrated my Andriukov winder using Fernando's Morrill winder. I probably need to do the same with my
Gizmo winder. Knowing John, he probably did a good job of designing his torque meter to be accurate.”
I’ve been flying with May and June 09 rubber and it is noticeably better-takes the torque and is significantly more
durable. I was happy to get three full power runs on any of my large rubber jobs before the motor would break down.
I’ve been getting up to six flights without damage to the motors, flying to my normal torque levels. Now I don’t know if I
should save them or toss them! Of course I just hang onto the good ones as initial test motors for the next event, but all
the same it’s nice to get a little more for your money. Hopefully they have the process dialed in and can repeat this more
than once or twice a season!
News Flash-The SCAMPS board has endorsed Larry Tougas for Vice President of District 10 in the upcoming AMA
election. Larry appears to be a go-getter type guy; very interested in all aspects of aero modeling and interested in
promoting flying site retention as a priority. He has also moved the VP job into the modern world by establishing a
website where we can all go and communicate with other modelers, clubs etc. within District 10 and beyond. To me
anyway this is a significant step to take by him and a great tool for the future.

Please check the SCAMPS endorsement and other items at http://ama-district-x-election.blogspot.com/ and make
yourself heard if you are so inclined. Get to know Larry too-maybe he’ll visit us at Perris or Lost Hills one of these days.

Cartoon by Hal Wightman

Events Calendar 2009
November 6 – SCAMPS Meeting, Allan and Fran Arnold, Friday 7:00 PM
November 7-8 – SCAMPS/SCIFS Fall Annual & San Valeers Nostalgia Annual, Lost Hills, CA, CD Daniel Heinrich
November 11 – SCAMPS Club Contest HLG/CLG/Coupe F1G & ½ A – D Gas Modern, Perris CA, CD Allan Arnold
December 3 – SCAMPS Christmas Party, Home Town Buffet, First Thursday at 6:00 PM
December 16 – SCAMPS Club Contest Gollywock Mass Launch/OT Small Rubber & ½ A Texaco, Perris CA, CD Mike Myers

SCAMPS/SCIFS Old Time Fall Annual
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Combined with SAN VALEERS 22nd Nostalgia Annual
CD: Terry Thorkildsen (805) 495-6135
Co-CD: Tom Laird (310) 544-7606

November 7&8, 2009, Lost Hills, California
Saturday

Sunday

7 AM to 4 PM

7 AM to 2PM

A/B Cabin

Texaco (7 AM to 11 AM)

30 Second Antique
½ A Texaco (7 AM to 11 AM)*
C Pylon
Large Rubber Cabin
Small Rubber Stick
Pee Wee Antique

.020 Replica
SAM Gas Scale
A/B Pylon
C Cabin
Small Rubber Cabin
Large Rubber Stick

Entry fees: $10.00 registration (includes 1st event), $5.00 additional events
Lost Hills Membership required

Gollywock Mass Launch Saturday 8 AM
Twin Pusher Mass Launch Sunday 8 AM
*1/2 A Texaco: 8cc fuel, any .051 or smaller glow engine, best single flight of 3

SCAMPS (CD), Daniel Heinrich (909) 593-5789 AeronutD@cs.com
SCIF, Bud Matthews (661) 993-5201 BudM6629@sbcglobal.net

SAN VALEERS 22nd ALL NOSTALGIA ANNUAL
LOST HILLS, CALIFORNIA* NOVEMBER 7-8, 2009
C.D. Terry Thorkildsen 805/495-6135; Co C.D. Tom Laird 310/544-7606
CAT 2– 3 MIN. MAX. THIS IS A NFFS NATIONAL CUP CONTEST
(Combined with old timer SCIFS/SCAMPS Contest the Same Weekend CD Dan Heinrich (909) 593-5789)

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

8:15AM – 4:30PM

8:15AM - 3PM

1/4 A NOSTALGIA

A NOSTALGIA

BOTH DAYS
NOSTALGIA CABIN combined
Any cabin design & engine size including
Payload (dummy optional) must ROG &
Must Have Front Windshield

1/2 A NOSTALGIA

B NOSTALGIA

1 DESIGN EVENT:
½ A SPACER 250 and any legal
nostalgia engine.

C NOSTALGIA

Vintage FAI (8:00start)

1/2 A EARLY BIRD

(rules per faipower.com)

NOST RUBBER/Wakefield COMB

NOSTALGIA GLIDER
(A1/A2) Proxy Towing OK

COMBINED ONE DESIGN GAS
MODELS (All previous eligible designs)

DAWN PATROL HOURS:
7AM - 8:15AM
7AM - 8:15AM
(Small Gas .001-051/
Large Gas .052-.65)

(Small Gas .001-051/
Large Gas .052-.65)

***************************************************

***Holland Hornet .051 **awarded by Raffle (One ticket for each event entered or $3 ea)
EVENT PRIZES: MERCHANDISE * ENGINES*KITS*BALSA*ETC., TROPHY FOR JR. HIGH TIMEALL
MODELS CHECKED AND WEIGHED LESS FUEL, BEFORE FIRST FLIGHT(Except 1/4 A & 1/2 A)
DAWN PATROL ENTRY FEE $1.00 PER FLIGHT. Winner is highest 2 flight total. 9 second motor run. Two
models per class permitted but only 1 model in air on official flight allowed. Official flight is timed to the ground
before another official flight can be scored. Flights must be posted after each official flight. Failure to post an
official flight will negate all succeeding flights.
ONE DESIGN SPACER 250 EVENT PRIZES: $45 FOR 1ST, $30 FOR 2ND, $15 FOR 3rd
NOSTALGIA RUBBER: Designs from 1943-1956, Maxes: 2 min, 3 min, 4 min, & all flyoff flights 4 min max
ENGINE RUNS ALL EVENTS & 1 DESIGN: First 3 Flights 10 Seconds HL 13 sec VTO, all Flyoff Flights will be
7 Secs HL and 9 secs VTO, all other rules per NFFS Rulebook 2007-2008 for CAT 2. DAWN PATROL no max,
9 sec motor run timed to the ground. (see www.faipower.com for vintage FAI rules)NFFS RULES LIST NO. 20072008. BUILDER OF THE MODEL RULES APPLY, BUT CAN FLY DECEASED FLYER’S MODEL PER NFFS RULES.
NO RE-ENTRY. Entry fees: Registration $5.00, SR. & OPEN: $5.00 per event, Jr’s: $3.00 All EVENTS

ARE JSO

